ne
by Meg Mc Mui len

Boy, you really get fooled about life. You get weaned
on Seventeen and Cosmopolitan, and it turns out like
National Lampoon, and by the time you catch on to that,
you're only able to read very large print anyway.
I have been a-visiting, of late. It seems to be the
,season for that activity, in much the same way that
it's the season for mosquitoes, ticks, sun rashes and
heat prostration. So I'm willing to do my part, lunging
around the countryside driving old friends to distraction
for a day or so.
As a visitor, I am something less than perfection
personified. I start out nervously, pass that affliction
along to my hosts, magnify it, bring discomfort to
its pure state, and then leave, amid promises to come
back again soon.
I tend not to eat much usual (partly in fear of
dropping the gravy onto the linen) and my stomach
protests loudly - usually during a lull in the conversation. I get so outrageously concerned about making
even the most normal of bathroom noises that I freeze
up and cause severe gurglings and discomforts in the
lower abdomen. I tell funny stories that tum suddenly
offensive, and try to recover by bringing in a funeral
joke and remember halfway through that my host's
family and friends all passed away last week. And I
can generally manage to set the most genial of households to looking for the Valiums before my first 24
hours have passed.
I had a classic experience a few winters ago in
western Maine, that, among other highlights, featured
a power (and therefore water pump and therefore toilet)
failure, starting my monthly benefit to the personal
products industry, a sudden case of the trots, and a
menu and schedule of strenuous activity totally un-

as

related to my life.
It was, for me, a giant step toward Padded Room
City.
I made it through, but I have seldom been so ecstatic to return to my own home and settle into a comfy,
overstuffed bottle of wine. Being home, of course, is
always a relief. There you can belch and make rude
noises and lick your fingers and besmirch the towels
and generally be at concord.
I, naturally, do none of those things myself. I am
simply saying that those are things you can choose
to do in the simple elegance of your own hovel.
At any rate, I have several more visiting weekends
on my summer social calendar (I suppose I had better
let these people know that pretty soon), and I always
maintain the hope that if I go visiting enough, I'll get
good at it and not mind and fit right in like I'd been
bomed there.
I should know better by now. For somewhere
between me and the perfect guest, there is a whole
continent of difference. And somewhere between reality
and that model in Cosmopolitan, gauzily greeting dawn
over strawberries and champagne, every healthy hair
in place, is me, in my size 16½ sleeping shirt, fending
off a breath tainted by last night's Gallo, flopping down
the hall in my $.59 rubber thongs, looking for the
National Lampoon.

CONTEST
The Freewoman's HeraZd wiZZ be
sponsoring a contest in the near
future to see if anyone can come
up with an interesting new masthead (our trumpeting woman has
certainty overservP-d her purpose
and now we'd Zove to see some new
jdeas!). So start gathering up
any drawings or designs of yours
that you think may be appropriate
to enter into the contest, and
we'll Zet you know in the next
issue when it wiZZ actuaZZy be
heZd and wh_JJl'wiZZ be invoZved.
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FUNDING FOR SHELTERS AND SERVICES TO ABUSED
WOMEN AND THEIR CHIIDREN
One bill which would have provided
$300,000 for shelters was vetoed and sustained in the Senate this year. It was one
of the most discussed bills, and was thought
to have widespread support throughout the
state.
The primaries just took place, and eleThe fact remains that the majority of
ctions in the fall will soon be upon us. As
abused spouses are women, abused
physically
feminists, we wish there were clear ways to
by men; their husbands, lovers, sons. There
create fundamental changes in the male run,
is probably much discomfort for an overclass organized society in which we live.
whelmingly male body (the Legislature and SenWhether electoral politics offer us the means
ate) to deal with this issue.
to create these basic changes is unclear.
Shelters that do exist and operate to
However, in an effort and hope that our
abused women, do so as a result of
assist
democratic system will become more responsive
NON DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF AFFECenergy, and the energy of other women
feminist
all
and
needs
women's
of
and representative
TIONAL OR SEXUAL PREFERENCE
who have been abused. The shelters operate
poor people's needs, we have attempted here
on a day to day basis, getting by on bake
This is a bill which was introduced in
to focus on some issues that seem im?ortant
sales, and other short term fundraising.
the 1977 Legislative Session and was narrowly
to us as feminists, and to state briefly our
Some of the arguments of the opponents
defeated.
views.
of the bill are that these places are already
Although homosexuality is not illegal
During the summer, we plan to send quesrunning, and why should they spend the 'taxin Maine, lesbians and gay men have no civil
tionnaires (or perhaps get interviews) coverpayer's money' on this problem? (Implication:
ing at least these issues, to all the candidates rights. As it stands now, anyone suspected
Taxpayers don't beat their spouses, or get
of being homosexual can be denied employment
and to print their responses in the fall
beaten, or support the idea of funding for
and housing on that basis,
issue of the Maine Freewoman's Herald. We
There are only three shelters
·shelters.)
Human rights are precious, and we value
hope this information will be of use to Herald
come nowhere near meeting the
They
democratic
a
as
Maine.
in
should
and
feminists,
as
them
to
hell
the
who
out
figure
to
readers trying
needs, even in their own areas.
country, for all people.
vote for.
Another argument is that the bill will
It is not harmful if a neighbor or friend
require twice as much funding from year to
is homosexual, but it would be harmful to our
year. About this question we can't be sure.
children and all of us if anyone in our
When society does not condone this type of viosociety is denied basic rights,
lent behavior, and women/wives are looked
We will endorse a Governor or Congressupon as people, deserving of respect, properson who supports civil rights for all.
bably the need will not be as great. One
way to keep cost at a minimum would be to
make sure the money allocated went to the
ABORTION
community groups which are already working
with spouse abuse, rather than the overlarge
Women should have the right to control
and overbureaucratic Department of Human Serover their own bodies, If abortion laws were
vices.
the
to
back
forced
be
wquld
women
repealed,
There are other ways that lawmakers could
earlier 'butcher shop' illegal types of abon cutting down the tolerance for family
work
for
funding
Federal
ortion. Disallowing
violence, such as proactive legislation for
abortion creates the same condition for poor
protection of spouses and children from a
women who are most vulnerable to unscrupuviolent partner. Currently, the law (and
lous practitioners willing to give them a
the attitudes of law enforcement officials)
'cut rate' abortion.
makes it difficult to obtain even temporary
The male institution would like and has
relief.
had the control for a long time, through law
If the Legislature and our Government is
and the Catholic Church and other institutions.
committed to the principle that women
really
The Catholic Church takes the position
fairly treated, than it seems essenbe
should
when
'murder'
called
be
to
not
is
it
that
tial that our Government provide funding for
grown sons are killed in wars, but the choice
women who are being maltreated.
of a woman to terminate her pregnancy can be
termed 'murder'.
We now see that abortion funding will
GOVERNMENT SUPPORTED CHILDCARE
probably be taken from poor women. What
We think the idea of state and Fedis not so widely publicized is that at the
erally supported childcare is excellant,
same time, there is an increased effort to
FARMLAND IN MAINE
In many cases, programs of low-cost childpush (and fund) sterilization for poor and
We support candidates who are active
care centers would enable women (such as
third world women,
in proactive legislation to preserve farmwomen presently on welfare) to return or
land and small farmers in Maine. There are
go to work, and/or to use the services of
7,000 working farms here now, as opposed
about
many
for
Now,
eenters.
displaced hom~makers
to about 20 1000 just ten years ago. We now
poor women with few skills, the job they
depend much more heavily on imported food,
would be able to get would barely pay for
BI-LINGUAL HUMAN SERVICES PERSONNEL
whereas Maine used to be referred to as the
childcare.
We would like our new Governor to be
'breadbasket of New England'.
one who will direct and order hiring and
We are interested in cooperative farming,
placement of bilingual service people in
land trusts for farmland preservation, and/or
areas with large Franco populations.
tax relief for small farmers growing food for
Maine use.
3
CORRECTION in the Spring issue the
I photographs of women working in the sardine II
(From the Staff continued on p. 15)
I factory on pages 2 and 3 were taken by
I
I Sue Farrell, sorry for the omission.
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GOD, COUNTRY AND DECENCY projected across three giant screens
introduced the theme of the Word of
life rally held at Portland City Hall
on May 14th (Mother's Day). The
W.O.L. Evangelical Christian organization embellished their anti-gay,
anti-femini st message with all the
trimmings of a professiona l advertising campaign.
Flashing images of the Statue of
liberty were synchronize d with the
music of a fhirty-perso n Christian
youth chorus singing spirit raising
renditions of "America", "This land
is Your land", and "I Believe in
America". As the band of rosy-cheeke d
cherubs raised their voices to the
heavens, another band was gathering
outside City Hall. They were wearing pink-triang le armbands and
carrying protest signs. Among them
were gay rights advocates and feminists including members of N.O.W. and
Maine Lesbian Feminists.
At times the words spoken inside
the hall echoed the same message
chan~ed by those in the protest
lines: "Freedom and liberty for all."
Yet the difference in interpretat ion
of these words could not be more
opposite. The W.O.l~ espouses
Christian liberty with a catch, ·as
stated in their standard of conduct:
"Liberty needs to be restricted in
certain instances. Practices that
could do spiritual harm to other
members of the Christian community
must be forbidden."
What de they consider spiritually
harmful practices? To list a few:
feminism, abortion, homosexual ity,
card playing, swearing, dancing, use
of alcohol and drugs, occultism,
"the horror of the horoscope", and
rock music.
How did the protesters interpret
"Freedom and liberty for all?" Freedom from laws that violate human
rights;freed om to be in charge of
one's own body; freedom to love
whomever one chooses;free dom to
develop one's individual potential
beyond the dictates of traditional
sex roles; freedom to be given
equal opportuniti es and not be
discriminat ed against for one's
lifestyle. Could these be the
practices considered spiritually
harmful?
The 1500 seat auditorium was
filled with right wing W.O.L. 'ers
except for a few rows in the far
back occupied by a small but
vocal minority of gays and feminists.
They maintained order and silence
except when the W.O.L. message
violated their personal rights.
After an introductor y prayer,
the audience was assaulted with
a barrage of songs and flashing
national symbols designed to
generate national pride and procapttalist sentiment. Seven U.S.
flags adorned each side of the
stage.

The song lyrics told of how the
flag had served us in past war
victories: (li~e an oppressed
female) "She went where she was
sent by Uncle Sam ... and she can
take a lot more."
"Red is for the blood of
patriots who died to free us, white
is for government and justice of
love, blue is for honor and faith
in all we do .... "
This chorus was repeated several
times, as the letters U.S.A.
printed in American coins appeared
across the screen. The audience rose
to chant the Pledge of Allegiance,
thus ending Part I of the program,
entitled COUNTRY.
Part II--GOD began as our
attention was directed to the chorus
of Bible Institute collegians still
standing on the stage. One black
person was among them, a young
woman strategical ly placed in the
front row center for eophasis. A
few of the collegians volunteered
their personal testimonies . "I was
a teenage alcoholic," spoke one
young man, "until the lord gave me
a new chance." A young woman followed, " I was brought up in a Christian
home where I learned that the saved
go to heaven and the wicked dead
sinners suffer eternally in hell;
I just couldn't turn down the
opportunity to be saved."
In the back of the auditorium, a
silent testimony was borne by a handful of men and women standing with
signs that read: "A True Christian
Is Not a Bigot", "First the Jews, Then
the Blacks, Now the Gays, Get off Our
Backs."

After the testimonies there was
another pause, this time for a word
from the sponsor. Each person had
received a program and an information
packet at the doorway of the auditoriurn. On the back of the program
l was an ad for the next bigger than
ever W.O.L. rally, entitled Youth
Quest '78 to be held in New York:
10,000 people were expected to
attend, and 42 speakers including
Anita Bryant in the flesh. There are
five existing W.O.L. Bible Institutes,
and twenty W.O.L. camps that are
designed to catch all age groups
from 6-60.
As-the W.O.L. programs were being
plugged, collegians filed up and
down the aisles passing white
gallon buckets as offering trays.
For those who might have been
short of change that day, the info
packet included several other
contributio n options. For axample,
there was the "give nothing now"
plan where one could become part of
the world wide ministry simply by
mailing a check for $100 or contributing on a monthly installment
basis until paid in full. A second
option was to fill out the enclosed
computerize d name and address box
on the back of the contributio n
envel:pe and send in your contribution at your convenience . For
those who gave early, they were
running a special on hardbound
W.O.l. family bibles, and albums
of the collegians singing inspirational tunes. Your money was
guaranteed to be as good as placed
in the Savior's hands. It is not
difficult to see why the right
wing movement has the most effective
fundraising campaign in the nation.
A f i n a l i t e m i n t :; e p a c ke t wa s
a petition to President Carter
urging the defeat of Madalyn
Murray O'Hair's efforts to get "In
God We Trust" taken off U.S.
currency, and "un~er God" from the
pledge of allegiance. It also urged
Congress to put pressure on networks
to stop the "blatant Godlessness " of
homosexual ity, violence, drinking,
swearing and blasphemy that are so
undermining our beloved nation." All
one had to do is make several copies
of the petition to spread around to
friends, sign your name and send it
to the President. The commercial ended
appropriate ly with the reappearanc e
of the letters, U.S.A. printed in
pennies, combined with a musical
vignette explaining why "In God
We Trust" and E. Pluribus Unim"
must remain on the cash.
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The growing movement in this country
against homosexuality - as demonstrated by
the rise of Anita Bryant, and the repeal of
gay rights ordinances in Dade Cbunty, Florida,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Eugene, Oregon,
is part and parcel of a growing right-wing
movement in the U.S. which appears to be grassroots, but is quietly being funded by large
corporate interests.
The attack on the rights of homosexuals
is another side of the growing attack on the
rights of women. The Word of Life Rally
started off, after the title appeared on the
movie screens, with three words, one projected on each screen:

The W.O.L. answer was · that behind
the ERA was Women's Liberation which
"'-\\ I/
contradicts the Christian doctrine
'that man shall be the ruler and protector of women. Leading into the
issue of homosexuality, Wyrtzen added, "If God had wanted Adam's companion to be a man why did he create a
woman from his rib?"
The minority in the back of the
hall grew increasingly more vocal;
their protests drowning out the
words of tne speaker, until policemen stepped in to escort them out
1/J
-h
of the hall. The audience applauded
as Wyrtzen offered a word of prayer
I "-.
/
I
to the agitators for their salvation.
We as feminists support the goals of the
The sermon was a diabolical
gay rights activists who picketed and demonmasterpiece of persuasive language.
strated at the Word of· Life rally in Portland
When addressing the issue of pornoon May 14, 1978,
graphy, Wyrtzen stated, "Does one
However, we do not support some of the
h~ve to open a sewer to know it
behavior of the activists . that day, namely
stinks?" Alluding to homosexuality,
the heckling which took plac~ inside the auhe stated, "Do you know there are
ditorium during Jack Wyrtzen's speech as he .
those who are sick with cancer and
came to the subject of homosexuals.
they refuse the cure?" What is the
1
We feel this behavior is incorrect from
cure? "The word of God." He propped
two perspectives. First, ls't Amendment rights,
up this argument by reading letters
freedom of speech, are essential to all of us,
of testimony from alleged homosexuals
and therefore Jack Wyrtzen has a right to
who had repented and "gotten right
speak and be heard, Second, heckling and yell- with God."
~\
ing and trying to drown out his words is self
The gra~d finale was when Anita
I
defeating tactically. It does nothing but
Bryant's face appeared in the clouds
support a negative view of homosexuals. Jack
~\\...,
on center screen singing "The Battle
Wyrtzenused this incident effectively in
Hymn of the Republic". Images of
his pitch to the audience. After the police
apostles receiving divine inspiration
led the demonstrators out of the hall, he
flashed on the screens to either s i d e ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - said that he wished they could have stayed,
more confirmed in their anti-gay,
of her, along with scenes of Antta's
they clearly needed help, and they clearly
anti-feminist beliefs?
wedding and of her family. The
needed to be saved,
The power to manipulate people's
climax of the show was when the full
attitudes seems clearly to be in the
chorus superamplified version of the
Battle Hymn came to a close; suddenly hands of those with the most money
(the power), and those who can put
the platforms carrying the two sets
Next in the program came the
of seven flags revolved around to
on the most impressive show (the
moment we were all waiting for-glory, amen). In this sense, the
reveal two human-sized blue plaster
Part III, the message on DECENCY.
protestors appeared a bit like David
Statues of Liberty holding crimson
It was delivered by Jack Wyrtzen
up against Goliath.
internationally known Evangelist
For this writer anyway, it was
with 40 years experience. He began
enough that W.O.L. know that there
with a heavy anti-communist thrust,
r
are those who object to their
q uo t i n g _f r om J o s e ph St a l i n ( " th e
bigoted beliefs. We objected loudly,
communist murderer"). "Stalin said,
strongly, and in more numbers than
'If we can kill their national pride
a diabolical niasterperhaps they had anticipated.
and patriotism, then we can win
piece of persuasive
the U.S.A. for communism.'" The W.O.L.
,,
leaders seem to feel no pangs of
language
conscience over using this strategy
in reverse to suit their own purThe new magazine of women's culture
poses. Their reasoning seems to go
something like this: if we can inflate their national pride and
electrified torches.
patriotism, then we can win these
The closing prayer was antifundamentalist Christians over to the
climatic; a kind of overkill to
side of Capitalist Imperialism.
assure that there was no one left
Wyrtzen proceeded to give a twenty
unsaved in the audience. We sat
minute rundown on the U.S. history
through twenty minutes (my neck
from the W.O.L. perspective;
Each issue provides 150 pages of
was stiff from bowing so long) of
starting from the Mayflower Compact
f eature articles
to
designed
arguments
fallacious
what
That's
War.
Vietnam
to the
investigati ve reporting
snare your reasoning. Some of the
made America great, we had God on our
reviews
tactics:
side. (The old cliche still lives.)
criti cism
1. An appeal to the emotions-Where are we now, in 1978? Wyrtzen
histori ca l analysis
You will be persecuted in-~is
theory
portrayed a grim picture of squallor
creative writing
name, even by your own doubt,
and filth that threatens to undermine
visual art
but do not lose faith.
the moral fiber of our nation.
representing the broadest spectrum
2. The guilt trip--"Who among you
Several feminists and gay brothers
of feminist th ought
are phonies and who are the true
silently moved down the aisle and
plus
Christians willing to sacrifice
stood in front of the stage carrying
access to practi ca l resources following
a 11 ? II
signs: "Keep Your Laws _Off Our Bodies",
the model of Chrysalis's predecessors
3. Incrowd fallacy--"Don't miss
"Stop the Rise of the Fourth Reich".
The New Woman 's Survival Catalog
your chance to be among the saved".
What are the signs of the impending
and
In conclusion, the multi-media
Armageddon? Wyrtzen cited the practice
The New Woman's Survival Sourcebook
"of murder by abortion" as one example W.O.L. performance was .i ndeed
Subscribe now - charter price $8
"stirring" as the prog;·am had described.
adding his own statistics, (source
But for the few feminists (myself inunmentioned) "There are more lives
c/o The Woman's Building
cluded) who managed to sit through
lost by abortion than killed in wars
1727 N. Spring St., Los Angeles, CA 90012
the whole show without disclosing
by Hitler and Herod combined."
our true identity, our emotions were
"Why are we against the ERA?"
posed Wyrtzen. "Because you are bigots, stirred in quite the opposite direction
that they had intended. As the crowd
volunteered a voice from the back of
poured out onto the sidewalk, conthe audience.
c----.:.- ~
fronting face-to-face the ranks of
Hallowell HIii Caranilcs
their adversaries, I breathed a long
sigh of relief to be once again
among my own kind. I groped around
in my pocket for my armband, feeling
· FIGHTING
Sa11dy Mathieson
more than ever, the need to identify
WOMAN'"
myself politically; to add one more
Openings for students in
body to the ~umbers of those who
evening classes; greenrepresent the opposing point of view.
ware, supplies and gifts
From the expressions on faces and
also available.
murmurings, "you people are sick",
subscriptlons-$6/ ye,r
was
t
I
.
"
you
for
g
n
i
=tY
pr
be
11
'
"we
lnstltutlonal-$10/year
623-1579
hard to judge what effect the protest
-Am.Solt-•-... -·
had. Did they walk away feeling
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'Women's
C£ngland

~estival

GAfusic

Ruth Pelham was next, a woman whose
profession is being the travelling
song woman of Albany, New York. She
sang a variety of songs, some light
and some very moving, and her warmth
and liveliess inspired lots of
audience participation and good
feelings.

Afterward, some of us decided to
take advantage of the sunshine and
took the sound equipment outdoors
treating ourselves to a fresh-air'
concert. Paula Gills, from Vermont,
sang ~ome very melodic songs of love
and l1fe, all her own material.
The celebration of the First Annual
As a matter of fact, most of the
W?men's Music Festival began Friday
women performing during the weekThen the stage was turned over
night, May 5, with the Boston women's
end played original music . which
to the "body music" of two women
band, Lilith. Playing good old rock
added to th~ excitement.
who
call
themselves
Mischief
Mime-and roll, Bette Midler, jazz and blues
Gills asked if there were any
they proved to be tight and versa' Anne Rhodes and Barbara Anger from
women
composers who would be
Ithaca, New York. These women presented interested
tile a: ever, and although the UMP
in sending a cassette
a f!w short acts ingeniously capturing
gymnasium seemed to large for the
tape
of
their/
songs, or written
various aspects of the human condition
dance, I found it very difficult to
lyrics,
by
mail
for her to consider.
in women--our fears and insecurities
sit stil 1.
She
can
be
reached
at 57 Central St
as well as the humorous side. They
The band just finished recording
Northfield, Vermont 05663.
·•
magical
way
of
combining
have
a
an album, by the way~ called "Boston
Lee
Bryant
brought
us
her
fine
fan~asy and reality, moving their
Ride"--it will be wonderful to hear
music of ballads and blues, and
~ud1ence from laughing fits to tears
them play in my living room!!
.
S?on Mary Sossong joined in with her
1n seconds. Not only did we beneSaturday turned up beautiful and
f1ddle, ~nd_Susan Brown on upright
fit from their performance";- but
~unny, and women started congregating
bass,
seaucing the dancers in the
after the show they both expressed
in Luther Bonney Hall in the early
crowd into moving about on the grass
how pleased t~;Y were after getting
afternoon. Tables displaying women's
t~us beginning the perky contra danc~
such a favora e response from
record albums, festival t-shirts
w1~h
!veryone kicking up heels and
everyone watching. (Isn't it won{w~ich came out beautifully), bumper
sw1ng1ng
each other about.
derful when good feelings are mutual?)
stick~rs, buttons, Hungry Hunza
A very high spirited afternoon.
sandwiches, and scrumptious baked
After settling back down, we
Anne and Barbara agreed that in
goods {thank you, Prudence), greeted
listened
to Lulu Love play some
Maine the audience doesn't get a
you as ·-you walked in.
knee-slapping jugband music for us,
chance
to
become
spoiled
for
enterA Women's Music Network was held
followed by a unique combination of
tainment as they do in California,
with valuable contributions from
'
accordian and flute, played by Beth
where
one
has
to
have
a
big
name
in
Wise Women Enterprises, while Ruth
Borgerthoff and a woman whose name
order to draw a crowd. I think we'll
Pe~ham was outside entertaining the
is unavailable at this time.I was
all
fondly
remember
Mischief
Mime
children and teaching them to make
really impressed by their unconfor
quite
a
long
time.
musical instruments; shakers
ventional sound.
which were being sold all we~kend.
Sandy Eliot and friends sang
Kay Gardner topped the evening
The children were going to use the
some nice ~hree-part harmony,
off.
Her
stage
was
set
with
a
money for women in prison and not for
after feel1ng the need to explain
tableclothed table, candle and
themselves--a good idea for sure.
that their songs were non-feminist
flower
arrangement,
creating
At three o'clock, we experienced
oriented. That sort of variety was
that
f~miliar,
reflective
atmosphere
a short but amusing opera by Joanne
the reason I got so much out of the
conducive to her soulful voice and
Forman. The story line was a bit
festival! I really felt good when a
flute
music.
She
created
dreamy
bizarre (and who knows if the ending
girl from the audience popped
young
quite a calming effect on us all
was a happy one?). A "mad maid" named
up and sang "Country Roads" by herwhich
was
just
right
after
a
long
Polly Baker who had slept around five
self, in front of people she didn't
day of creative energy and activity.
too many times was sentenced to death
know. If she felt comfortable
We
were
fortunate
she
was
able
to
f?r these crimes. Despite her
enough to do that, I'd say we had -a
find
the
time
to
play
for
us
righteous pr9test, it was not until
successful time of this.
despite her busy tour scheduie.
a young lad on the jury pitied her
!hanks to the three incredibly
and offered marriage was she saved
ded1cated
women of the University
Sund·ay morning brought us more
from her horrible fate. (Thanks a
Women's Forum--Buffy, Pam and Monica-glorious,
sunny
weather.
The
Irishlot, Judge!) The voices of the actors
and to the equally dedicated sound
flavored Morris Dancer Team started
blended beautifully throughout the
people, CK and Karen Kane from
off,
all
brightly
outfitted
in
play, and their performance gave us
Boston,
plus many, many unnamed women
green knickers with sleigh bells
an i~t~resting taste of another sound.
who also pitched in, and, of course,
a-jingle
at
their
shins,
dancing
on
Pix1e Lauer stepped on stage after
to the performers.
the grass in perfect unison to a
the opera, delighting us with her
Here's to the next time--New
piccolo.
What
energy
they
had!
happy-go-lucky tunes, strumming her
England Women's Music Festival
array of unusual stringed instruments
1979!
'
Some of us in the audience had been ·
fans of hers for quite a while having
heard her sing up and down the'coast
of Maine.
Some feminist music followed with
Shir lee She rwoo d, Buffy Ozone a~d my se l :. _N on~ ?f us ar e "performing
mus1c1ans 1n a professiona l se ns e,
as many of the other women at the
festival were, but I feel the experience of playing with and fir
other women was an inspirational
moment for us.
After returning from a supper break,
we settled back in for an evening
full of more music and entertainment.
The New Harmony Sisterhood Band
from the Boston area gave us a real
good show, had us clapping and singing along to their energetic
political songs, and gave the audien~e
a feeling of unity and optimism for
all women. Very inspiring.
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photo by Connie Saltonstall

There's a question I'm itching to
ask several dozen of you strong supporters of women's music ... and that
is, Where the hell were you May 5,6,
and 7 when Maine finallynad its
own festival?
I see you in the bars and hear you
complain how nothing ever goes on in
Maine. I talk with you over the phone
and listen to your tales of travelling
to Boston, Illinois, Vermont, New
York, Michigan, to hear women's music.
I nod sympathetic ally when all you
hot shot music lovers moan and groan
about there being no place for you
to enjoy good women's music in
this big, boring state.
And then I go to the first music
festival women have ever gotten together here, and I look for your
faces. And I keep looking. And
looking. And I'm thinking, surely
Ann's here ... and any minute now
I'll spot Bonnie ... and Carol, I
remember her driving through sleet
last winter to get to Boston for
a concert ... and Donna, hell, she
only lives four blocks from here ...
and Fran, she'd love something like
this ... and Gerri, I know she's in
town this weekend ... and He~en, she's
a singer herself, she should be
around ... and Irene, I know it's a
long drive, but for one long weekend a year ... and Jill, she was
aroQnd last night, so where is she
today ... and Kate, of all people ...
and Linda, my pal, where are you .•. ?
And so on, through the entire
goddamn alphabet two or three times.
And where were you? Where was your
sense of priority? Don't you know
what kind of muck the women who
organized this had to wade through
to make it happen? Can't you figure
out that if you don't support something the first time, you may not have
the second chance? Weren't the stars
bright enough for you? Are you afraid
the paint will fade on your car if
you drive on a sunny day? Was there
a good old movie on TV? Were you
having a living room discussion about
supporting women in the arts that you
couldn't tear yourself away from?

You disappointe d me. You disappointed women who had put out heavy amounts
of energy and talent to make something happen for you. And you should
be damned disappointe d in yourselves.
Because you missed vast quantities
of women willing to share the deepest parts of themselves with you. But
you couldn't quite take the trouble
to get your spreading duff off the
sofa, could you?
Let me tell you some things you
missed. You missed Mischief Mime,
which, in my estimation is powerful enough in itseff to effect - ·
social change. Two women--couo t them,
two--who walked up on a small stage
in front of an audience that had been,
to that point, rude (walking freely up and down the aisles at the
quietest moments of performers' songs,
being irresponsib le about toning
down the children making a game of
tearing up and down the steps, entering the auditorium and letting the
door slam behind them--and here come
these two women ...
In three minutes, they had you
rigb ' there. Howling with joy and
laughter and shared embarrassm ents,
plunging with them to the depths of
our vulnerabili ty and compassion ...
they had you, and they kept you.
There is no adequate was, to describe
what they did; it was magic, it was
a moment impossible to recreate and
impossible to forget.
It was art, it was being a woman,
it was the gamut of emotion. It was
something that, what, two, three
hundred of you couldn't be bothered
to get to.

photo by Deborah Granneman

Lesbian Voices
FEMINIST LESBIAN QUARTERLY

The music throughout the three
days brought other women to the
same level that Mischief Mime brought
me. There is no call for me to go
through the list of performers;
Sparky has mentioned them all. It
was, musically, technically , very
well done.
But the music for me, is only
one component of what women's
music festival is all about. The
rest is the re-union, the communion,
the reinforceme nt, the building and
sharing of strength and- weakness, the
meeting new people, the absorption
of new perspective s, the solid, vital
pulse of all those rhythms brought
together is a music unto itself. A
music not appealing enough to your
trained ear, perhaps, for you to need
to be involved with, but a music for
me that is as necessary to my social
and emotional health as virtually
·
anything else that I do.
And if it doesn't happen here
again next year, you can g1ve your
absent selves a little sisterly
pat on the back as you climb into
your car to drive a few hundred
miles because "nothing ever happens
in Maine." And if it does once, you
make sure it may not twice.

TWO UNIQUE ALBUMS
JUST RELEAS ED
$4.00
year-

Materials, checks money orders to:
R. Nichols PO Box 3122 San Jose, Calif. 95116

LILITH

"Boston Ride", the dynamite first
album of Lilith, the talented all
women rock band . Dance to their
lively original songs and enjoy
favorite rock hits! $6.60 postpaid
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Available at last after considerable
research "Side by Side-Reenactments of Scenes from Women's
History, 1848--1920". A twovolume set including classic scenes,
speeches, and newly researched
material from the suffrage struggle.
Hear the words of Lucy Stone,
Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Sojourner Truth, etc.
A must in every feminist collection!
$9.85 postpaid

Galaxia Women Enterprises
Box 212, Woburn, MA 01801
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BOOK ·REVIEWS

Hunger from the Power section. is one of my
favorites from the whole book, a long poem, here
are some excerpts:

by Donna Jones

The Dream of a Common
Language
Adrienne Rich
Poetry is a very powerful medium, it comes closer
than anything I have ever found to expressing thoughts
and feelings that are otherwise hard to articulate. When
written by a feminist woman it unites the personal and
political aspects of ourselves in a very solid fashion.
Adrienne Rich is a feminist woman and she has
come out with a powerful, beautiful statement.
Within these pages Rich explores many different
types of relationships between women : mothers and
daughters, sister-siblings, lover and lover, friendships
and the spirit-sisters of a collective past and future.
The book is divided into three sections : Power,
Twenty-One Love Poems, and Not Somewhere Else
but Here.

ORIGINS
Richard Leakey &
Roger Levin
I was astounded by the consciousness contained
in this book of layperson's anthropology.

They can rule the world while they can
persuade us
our pain belongs in some order.
Is death by famine worse than death by suicide.
than a life of famine and suicide if a black
lesbian dies,
if a white prostitute dies, if a women genius
starves herself to feed others,
self-hatred battening on her body?
Something that kills us or leaves us half-alive
is raging under the name of an "act of god"
and later.....
The decision to feed the world
is the real decision. No revolution
has chosen it. For that choice requires
that
women
shall
be
free.
and ending .....
Swathed in exhaustion, on the trampled newsprint,
a woman shields a dead child from the camera,
The passion to be inscribes her body.
Until we find each other, we are alone.

And from the last section, Not Somewhere Else
mt Here: another excerpt, from Transcendal Etude.
We cut the wires,
find ourselves in free-fall, as if
our true home were the undimensional
solitudes, the rift
in the Great Nebula.
No one who survives to speak
new language, has avoided this :
the cutting-away of an old force that held her
rooted to an old ground
the pitch of utter loneliness
where she herself and all creation
seem equally dispersed, weightless, her being a
cry
to which no echo comes or can ever come.
Shades of Mary Daly in the above, at least for me.
I could go on auoting pieces and whole poems that
are special. i "use" poetry as if it is a magic incantation
I can pull out of my head to comfort or celebrate , there
is a rich storehouse within. If you're into poetry at all ,
get it, read it, love it. It can be brought in paperback
for $2.95. If your local bookstore doesn't carry it,
I'm sure they would order it for you , it is published by
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc. 500 Fifth Ave .
New York 10036.
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cooperation among men in the process of
hunting and among women in the process of
child raising and teaching and gathering of
wild edibles. Then, from a gatheringhunting way of life, we evolved into a farming
mode of l ivi ng, a nd the c ris es started t o
begi n t o accumul ate. Thi s chgange meant that
l and was needed t o grow produce, i t als o
meant that there was the possibility of
passing possessions down t o the next generation and the accumulation of property, in
the form of tools and women and children
needed to do the work on the farm.

To start off, within the .first few pages, they
put to lie the idea that mAn (sic) is
There are no answers in this book as to how
inherently aggressive, as expounded by
the subjugation of women did begin and they
Konrad Lorenz, Robert Ardrey and other popular
don't really address the question clearly.
science writers. There are many examples
But, the point is made loudly and clearly,
in the animal kingdom of flight from danger
that regardless of how inequality did start,
and cooperation instead of fighting to
it does not have to continue, nor is the
protect territorial rights. The thought,
inequality between men and women natural
too, that if we had been constantly at war
or inherent. And, in fact, it is very cruciAl
with each other we would never have had the
to us as a species for it to not continue.
time.or energy to concentrate on our own
The authors see us as cultural beings, meaning
survival and, therefore, would not have survived,people who have created our own life styles
makes sense to me,
and societies because of particular needs at
The authors see human society evolving as
particular times, and give much credence
follows; in the beginning, after we came down
to the fact that we can continue to create
out of the trees, we were a gathering-hunting
to better suit the needs of all humans alive
society. This mode of survival required
on this earth.

Completely interwoven in the fabric of the
book is also an ecological awareness, the
stern fact that we do .!2£!:. have unlimited
world resources, some countries do take much
more than their share, and we had better soon
f i gure out what to do about that inequality. '
I have focused upon consciousness in
this report because it is what made this
book exciting for me. Beyond that, it has
a lot to offer. It is beautifully done 1
many pictures of animals and people and a
lot of new information about how we as
homo sapiens did develop.
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It is published by Dutton and I'm sure most
book stores carry it, however, I got this
copy from the library, in lieu of spending
$17.95. I do prefer to spend my book money,
such as it is, on books written by women
and/or by small struggling feminist alternative presses. Put your money where you
feel it will do the most good!

----------------------------------

ME. ¥.CONFERENCE
NEXT TIME. . . WITH f EELING

...,,

In April of this year, the first "Maine Women's
Conference was held at Colby College in Waterville
under the sponsorship of the Maine Civil Liberties
Union and the Maine Attorney General's Office.
Miniscule press attention has been devoted to what
did or even did not happen there, yet this conference
carried with it a certain amount of significance.
Its significance comes first-from the fact that it
was. To that fact, many point with pride.
Secondly, the attendance at this conference was
well over 400 with all participants pre-registered,
indicating an excitement perhaps, a healthy anticipation
or a responsibility.
Thirdly, participants represented widely separated
geographic locations of the state.
Fourth, the program selections were as diverse as the
participants, thus offering a wide range of selections,
interests and mingling, bearing a close resemblance to
the 1976 International Women's Year Conference
held at Husson College.
Fifth, pre-registered registrants received upon arrival,
packets complete with schedule and evaluation form .
Sixth, exhibits and video were meant to enhance
the collect electricity of all the many women.
Putting together a conference is no easy task, nor
is putting together a lecture, a seminar, a concert,
an exhibit, a publication .. Esoecially difficult is the
striving for and achievemem. of quality. Myriads and
legions of women were consulted, pampered, enticed,
excited, involved. Many responded with ideas, offerings,
time, efforts, sincerity-but few were heard.
The "Maine Women's Conference" was another
song n' dance, doing a soft-shoe instead of a high step;
staying in the boundaries of politics and done "without
feeling." Rushing to get all the "big names" in Maine
and the spotlight, it fell over itself on the way to the

6. grandstand.

Its organization and content were repetitious, middle
class and insulting. If pre-registration was a must, publicity should have so stated. If it was to have been an
event for all Maine women (or their respective representatives), outreach transportation and publicity could
have stretched a bit further. Its organizers could have
attended to the panelists and exhibitors in a more
responsible fashion, explaining parameters and recognizing efforts.
Most Maine women because of family, financial,
employment commitments lack the leisure time and
energy to offer ourselves nourishment, and so, settle
for pablum. It becomes increasingly difficult to comprehend why something is better than nothing, why token
efforts are accepted and supported. We wonder whose
budgets were cleansed; whose affirmative action
consciences satisfied; whose reputations uplifted ; whose
self-interests served . . ..
The women of Maine are as diffuse as wind ripples
across a lake, yet we allow ourselves to be categorized,
to be fussed over and de-flowered by the leisure class
of us. Those of us with "power", with leisure time,
and with titles need yet to learn how to cultivate
responsibility, how to respect, how to learn, how to
teach, and how to take risks.
Next time . .. . . .. . "with feeling."
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f:HOSEN
Produced in cooperation with women of the
National Gay Task Force.
320 pages , 80 photos , 40 articles. Bibliography
and resource list.
Send $11.95 postpaid to NGTF , 80 Fifth Ave.,
NY , NY 10011 .

"A book that speaks to our needs."Reg Kahney,
Ms. Magazine.
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1·d rather be thin!
by Gail

Lipfert

Fat. The word conjures up images repulsive and distasteful to
most of us. We do not want to be
If we are, we blame ourselves
f at.
But
and feel ashamed, unattractive.
few of us consider the reasons for
this aversion to being fat. Advertising, television, magazine articles,
diet books, the opinion of others
who are influenced by these things,
are all promoters of being thin.
Clothing retailers carry fashion
l ines with rarely anything over size
People say, "She'd
16, if that.
look fine if only she lost a few
pounds."
Fashion is an important aspect
It is a
of many people's lives.
visual extension of the need to be
One must appear
accepted by others.
right to be accepted. Women, in particular, fall prey to the societal
pressures to be thin.

The universal
need to be accepted is intense and
It is the prime force
persistant.
behind behavioral control. The
American advertising industry is
adept at coercing people to buy completely useless items by appealing
Inseto their psychological needs.
cure, paranoid people are easy to
control. Women are raised to be insecure, to desire the security of
Governments rely
husband and home.
up on psychological control over their
Some
subjects in order to function.
industry relies on real physical
needs such as shelter, food, etc.
But the fashion and clothing industry
goes beyond basics and creates 'needs'
that we must have in order to be
accepted.
I have nothing against anyone
who wants to be attractive, but
being attractive has more to do with
feelin~ attractive than with adornfng-·one's self with the latest
articles of fashion and torturing
one's body and mind with miracle
diets and artificially sweetened
foods.
Men are rarely susceptible
to this thinness mania. For they

SUGAR BLUES

The United States is the major producer
of soybeans in the world, and c;afo of the soyand Starchy Death
beans grown in the U.S. for U.S. consumption
are used for oils for cooking, and additives
for food and dog food. ·In many other parts
of the world, the soybean is a major protein
source, in the form of soy milk, tofu (pressed
by Erna Koch
soybean milk curd), miso, cooked as beans,etc.
Soybeans are very inexpensive.
Fast food corporations, the sugar industry, the processed foods industries, and the
dental and medical professions all stand to
gain by our continued ingestion of non nutritional sugar and starches. Big business
I grew up on sugar and starch. As a
and the medical institution wRnt us to ·con-·
child of a poor woman's household, the types
tinue and step up our use of these poisons.
of food we could afford were Kraft dinners,
We all know that sugar produces tooth
Franco-American spaghetti, macRroni, Campbeil's
soups, Kool Aid, sweetened artificially flavor- decay, obesity, and sluggishness. It also
has absolutely no nutritional value. In
ed juices, and packaged foods of all kinds.
William Dufty's book,Sugar Blues, he traces
Those foods are the diet of the American
the use of sugar as an additive in foods and
poor person, and a large part of the diet of
as a tool of colonialism in third world
many middle class people.
countries. Countries which were originally
Later, when I grew up, I wondered why
producing mixed crops changed to the sugar
poor people so often had lost their teeth
'cash crop', with the ,effect of becoming
at a young age, were so often fat (or excruciatingly thin), and had a generally unhealthy totally controlled. by_the 'sugar barons'.
When sugar was first introduced in
look. Some politicians would attribute this
Europe, the Aristocracy hailed it as a great
to "slovenly living and laziness", but it
delicacy, and bought it, thus encouraging
is clear that the foods the poor are forced
more production of sugar. They also were
to eat plays a large part in lack of health
encouraging their own gout and diabetes,
and mental outlook.
an unknown disease at the time ••
Information on good nutrition which does
When sugar became available to peasants,
not include sugars and starches in large quanthey reacted to its unnatural sweetness with
tities is not available. The literature
which is passed out with food sta~ps emph_asi%es suspicion. The town healers told the peasants
not to eat the sugar. (Town healers were
eating "lQW cost" meals, which include eatinis
wise women, herbal healers, and were later
meat, but "stretching it out" with ·starches
called witches. When witch burning started,
and sugars. The U.S.D.A. does not consider
one of the big issues was sugar. People
seriously alternative sources pf filling prolistened to the healers, and the sugar busitein, such as soybeans, other beans, and
ness was picking up in the aristocracy.
eating complementary foods. (Complementary
Sugar merchants saw that if they discredited
foods, such as wheat and milk, when combined,
than
or somehow disposed of the witch-healers, they
protein
of
percentage
offer a much higher
could make much more money.)
either of the foods separately.)
A diet which makes use of these low cost
alternatives can be combined with a 'conventional diet'. Many people would eat more
is for and about the working people
sensibly if information was available, and if
and the poor people of our state.
supermarkets carried more of the low cost nuYour subscription or donation can
tritious foods. This is not happening behelp to expand and improve the paper.
cause the food chains would not be making as
and
medical
the
mention
to
not
mon~y,
much
One year subscription: $4 Write to
dental ~ndustry.
Maine Organizing Committee, Box 433,
Portland, Maine 04114.
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are the ones wh o created it.
Women are still we l l under the
influence of male-dominated society
and industry, even feminists are
not immune to such psychological
pressures. We all know women
who, t h ough they appear to be
attractive, rational and quite
thin, have just started a crash
diet to lose some i~aginary
bulge.
A hundred years ago, fashion
was different. Thin women were
thought to be ill. Large bosoms
and broad hips were in. But there
was always that same pressure to
be accepted, to look right, to be
secure.
Being fat is defying control.
It is saying I hear you b~t I will
not conform. I like the way I am.
I feel good about myself without
weight watchers approving.
Control seems inherent in
human interrelationsh ips, regardless of how personal, intimate and
equal we try to make them. But
at least we can be aware of the
way the money-hungry aspect of
our society attempts to manipulate
us.

--

At that time, beer was one of the staples
of the peasants' diet, and provided many nutrients. (Nothing like· "beer" today.) When
brewers began to use sugar to speed up the
fermentation process, they were boycotted
or forbidden to do so by common law. Peasants conducted a test on the beer by pouring some on a chair, and sitting down. If
their leather breeches stuck to the chair,
it was clear that the beer had been adulterated.
Now, there is sugar in almost all processed foods. And not just a little.
Ingredients lists are arranged on labels so
that the largest quantities of ingredients
are listed first, in descending order. Things
at the beginning of the list comprise most of
the enclosed food, things at the end comprise
less. In many foods, sugar is listed as one
of the first five ingredients.
Some of the foods which contain the largi est quantities of sugar are ketchup, commercial salad dressing, canned soups, canned and
boxed dinners of all sorts, crackers, bread,
mayonnaise, beer and wime, to name a few.
Since many of us eat" most of these foods,
even if we don't eat candy or sugar per se,
we consume enough to be thoroughly addicted.
I stopped eating sugar recently, after
a lifetime of "hidden" addiction, I didn'tt
eat candy, cake, or ice cream much, but had
eaten processed foods with sugar. Not only
am I losing weight, but I feel better. One
of the first things I noticed was a substantial difference (the first week) in my mood.
I was not having mood swings, but felt pretty
good at all times. I also had much more
energy. After two months, I still feel better,
and recommend this step to anyone feeling
apathetic or feeling you would use more energy.
Naturally, not eating sugar has caused me
to eat almost no processed foods, and less
chemicals.
Last week, at a town benefit dinner for
the Volunteer Fire Department, I decided
,to eat a piece of homemade pumpkin pie.
After the meal, I went home, fell asleep,
and "slept it off" the whole afternoon,
What more can I say?
Maggie Letvin says our bodies are
beautiful machi~s. Various religions
say that our bodies are temples. Whatever
our views about what we put into our bodies,
we are what we eat.
Experiment with your diet.-11-11-*
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CECILE COLL In
The following are exceruts from a
conversation among three FrancoAmerican women who explored themes
like cultural tools, class, men,
language, mother ••• This issue picks
up where the last one left: in
the middle of the conversation:

ON COMMENCE.
Jesus, Marie Joseph. Jesus, Maire
Joseph. On a besoin d'une priere •••
Voila.

Cecile: I moved to Bangor-Orono and
became involved with FAROG.
Irene: Were you aware that you were
getting involved in a movement at
the time?
Claire: I don't consJ.der it a movement. Do you think of it as a
movement?
I- I think of it as activism. The
words Franco-American mean what to
most Francos? It's either there or
it isn't there. I feel like I'm
doing something active. I'm out
there. I'm trying to re-identify
myself, trying to take stock of
myself, trying to sort out in
that closet, and I'm doing
things like this with other people. I'm getting some support.
It's not like I'm doing it alone.

C-

Survival is not a movement, you
know. Most of the time, for me,
it's been very personal too. How
else?

I- How is it different for you,
Cecile, from my taking stock of
myself? For my way is personal too.
How do you mean it in terms of
personal?
C- It was never a decision I made.
I didn't go about living one way,
and then sitting down and saying I'm
-going to go back and look at this.
I- Would you say there's more of a
continuity of consciousness in
your case?
C - Yeah, it's my total life. It's
almost being a misfit, out of the
St. John Valley. It's like being
from the Valley where a whole
existence worked more or less
perfectly, and then leaving there
and finding rules changing elsewhere.

any different. If they saw you
in a room, they wouldn't say "She's
different."
I- So it's really identified with lea- We spoke French all the time. My
ving a geographic area as much as
father didn't speak English. My
feeling one is a misfit because of
mother was cooking for the nuns.
cultural disconnection?
She was learning English. C'etait
une famille excitee: loud, boisteC- Different intensities. A lot of
rous,had a lot of fun. My family was
putdowns from being French, even
poor, very hardworking. My mother
at home. Not at home, but at
was very supportive of my going to
school, in the case of being
school, because she had been pulled
punished for speaking French. Irish
out of school at twelve years old.
~uns from New York come and tell us
My mother was brilliant. She was
we were like Appalachia, disadvantaged the oldest of the family, so she
uncultured. Demeaning, demeaning,
had responsabilities. She got
demeaning, all the time. A constant
married and then when it came our
turn, she wanted us to go to school.
attack. So I got out of there.
I was class president, very popular,
very successful - in Ste. Agathe.
I- And you were always responding to
the attack?
C- No, Just the environment. But i
the school yard, I could go out
there where no------- nun was
going to suppress me and make me
something else. But you leave t
Valley and everything is reverse

Everything that worked, everythi
I had taken for granted I couldn
take for granted anymore. It was
realizing I was an oddity. I was
different, naive. It was wierd.
I- How could people at the University pick you out? Because of an
accent?
C- Yeah. Les premiers deux ans au
college, I would translate in my
head. I wanted to say something a
my face was transparent, so they
could see all those emotions on my
Nicole Cecile Collin of Ste. Agathe, Me
face. But for me to say something
Coordinator of Franco gerontology
would be a long process. My face
~rograms, Univ. of Southern Me.
or reactions were a lot faster than
what I could express.
I- Making it in Ste. Agathe, but not
So you have a professor who was
in Orono?
presenting a lecture, and faced
with a whole panorama of expressions.c- Yeh, yeh ••• full of conflict, becaust
He would stop and ask questions.
of the language thing. Identifying
I would have to stop and think
with my father and my mother, and
about what I was thinking in French,
thinking: 'it's the only way I have
and then think about how I would
of communicating with them ••• feeling
say it in English, and then say it
dirty and bad about them ••• feeling
in English.
inadequate. It was like doing both
extremes depending on where I was.
I- A Black person might be able to
If I was in the schoolyard, then
place herself in that setting and
everything was great and my tools
say "yeh, I'm perceived as different
were put to work. If I was in the
because my skin is black." How
classroom, I would be overcome with
could you perceive yourself as
these feelings of being inadequate,
different unless someone was
because of what they said about our
giving you those messages?
French. We had no way of proving
them wrong, except that it worked.
C- But I wasn't supposed to be diffeI
would go home and really enjoy
rent. People were giving me the
communicating,
not just at home,
I
wasn't
supposed
to
messages that
but
with
others
I knew. And then
be different, cause I didn't look
leaving there and going to the
University of Maine at Orono, where

8. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

everybody had to fit in a certain
mold. I'd open my mouth and they'd
say 'isn't that cute, why don't you
say some more? Isn't that a cute
accent?" I have an accent, you know
I- Yeah, I know.
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C- Well, I didn't know until I went
away to college. It was something I
· had to deal with because everytime
I opened my mouth people made me
deal with it or forced me to dwell
on it. People pointed out that I
was different. Because I was very
naive, my eyes were always bugged
out of my head. I was always looking,
and looking, and looking at this
whole new world. But I wanted some
privacy in looking. Because I was
different, I couldn't get enough
privacy.
C- Also, it was a hardship for me in
college: I was in a totally different
world and going through moments of
not knowing if I could ever go home
again ..•. that if I kept on developing
intellectually and changing in all
these ways ••• suddenly I was totally
panicked thinking about my father
and trying to bridge the gaps ••• try
to make him understand. You know,
he was more than halfway there, but
I was so convinced that there were
such BIG gaps; it was so inadequate,
and we were so far apart that I
couldn't take the risk. Everytime
I brought something bacK, I blew my
mind and I found myself way back
there •.• and my father way ahead,
in terms of what I had projected.
I- What about other people?
C-

I used to believe people, like if
somebody didn't like me, I didn't
look at them, I looked at me, and
think about why somebody wouldn't
like me, and I'd come up with the
answer. So, if somebody liked me
in the moment, I was. O.K. !f somehody
disliked me, Boy, I was nothing.

Cl- You should talk about what you
thought of French men.
C - Oh, I just used to think they were
really crude, I used to think they
would really tie me down, I used to
think that I would really be trapped.
I used to think they were the real
pits. I would think about marrying
some Italian from New York, My escape was to find some Anglo man and make
that my life.
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BATES
SYffiPOSIUffi:
Franco Americans from Maine and
New England states gathered at
Bates College in Lewiston on April
8,9 for the first international
symposium on the "Franco-American Presence in America". This
symposium, sponsored by the
Centre d 1 Heritage of Lewiston,
in cooperation with Bates
College and the support of the
Maine Council for the Humanities and Public Policy was the
first of its kind. Speakers
were invited from all over the
United States and from Canada
to gi-e their perspectives on
French Catholic and French
Protestant past and present
contributions to American
society.
The Bates symposium, though
limited in some respects, represented a breakthrough in the
pattern of Franco-American conferences and gatherings. French
people of both Catholic and
Protestant traditions finally
met together to share some of the
history of their separate development. This observer is not
certain whether the values inherent in the inheritance of either
a Catholic or Protestant tradition were ~ufficiently clarified
or discussed but assuredly an
important first step had been
taken by inviting members
belonging to both groups to meet
together.
Furthermore, unlike previously
planned Franco-American New
England or regional conferences,
this one was bilingual. What a
blessed relief to have the opportunity to express oneself in the
language of one's choice. At
last, this observer found a
. Franco-American conference with
no written or unwritten mandate
to speak "le frarn;ais seulement".
By the same token the Anglo society's similar connnandment of
"English only" was not heard at
this conference.

Photo by Claire R. Bolduc

A CRI TIOUE
The young as well as the elderly
and those of the middle generation who attended this symposium
were free to raise questions,
offer comments and generally
greet one another in their
favored language.
Although this symposium did not
reverse the trend of male domination of Franco American conferences, it did offer the experience
of a strong female presence. One
third of all panelists and lecturers were women and some of
these women, _such as Madeleine
Giguere of the University of
Southern Maine did not hesitate
to present historical perspectives geared to the Franco woman's
experience. A few remarks and
jokes made by some male moderators and panelists alluding to
female participation on the
panels and in the symposium
served as a reminder that the
female presence was acutely felt.
Franco-American gatherings may
never be an "old boys" club again.
But despite all the positive
features offered at this symposium
the Bates conference was plagued
by the same limitations found at
Franco-American conferences in
general. Only the credentialed
were invited to give presentations. Perhaps this is only
fitting at an academic-type
conference and was certainly
appropriate at this particular
symposium. But the Bates conference, seen as part of a series
of symposia, conferences, gatherings of and for Franco Americans
reinforced the trend toward relying on the advice and consent of
the credentialed to examine the
Franco-American experience. This
trend, and probably now a reinforced trait, effectively bars
new input, new opinions, new .
visions of the Franco experience
potentially emanating from noncredentialed but equally valid
sources.
Moreover, it is questionaJle
whether the "grande parlette"
(the great or incessant "talk")
mentality featured at · all Franco
American conferences and certainly not absent at the Bates symposium has or can solve the
crushing problem of FrancoAmerican search for identity,
survival and flowering of the
culture.

I- So what did you do?
C- I fell in love with the devil ••• and
he scorched my soul: I put all my
talents to work making an Anglo
relationship work.
But it was all brought home, somehow:
everything I've done, I've brought
home to my family, my town •••
What I was trying to get across to
Irene, though, is this: For me, the
Franco spirit is one of ••• integration, of moving on: there are
political struggles I can give my
heart and soul to, but this is even
more personal, it's a question of
integration, of whvleness, of
oneness, I guess.

FR

laire Quintal of Worcester, Ma.,
resident of La Federation Feminine
ranco-Americaine (Franco~American
Women's Federation) speaks to the
symposium audience.
Photo by Irene Simoneau

However, when all is said and
done one must be grateful and
even celebrant of the breakthroughs
and the new directions offered
at the Bates symposium. They
offered hope that future FrancoAmerican gatherings will build
on the experiences and results
of this Lewiston meeting.
Irene Simoneau
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Over the past winter and spring,
anti-abortion forces have escalated
harrassment of abortion clinics into outright violence. With vandalism,
Washington--On April 13 the U.S. Dept. of
arson and death threats to clinic
Labor announced a proposal to permit the
workers and their children, the
hiring of 10- and 11-year-old children for
objective is clear: to stop abortion
farm labor "when the crop to be harvested
by any means necessary. The followis one with a particularly short harvesting places are among those being
ing season" ( that is, they spoil fast)
attacked.
and "when employment conditions would
* In March, a fire was set in
not be harmful to the health or wellAkron, Ohio, Women's Clinic
the
being of the individuals" (when did
in severe scorching and
resulting
growers ever care). The proposal is a
but no injuries.
damage
smoke
step backward from the 1974 Amendment to
In February, at the Concerned
*
the Fair Labor Standards Act which prohibitWomen's Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio:
ed children under 12 from farm labor employA chemical bomb was thrown through
G,Ef>ITl#l.. /YJUTfL/9 TI0/'1
ment. That amendment, achieved only through
a window one niqht in February,
pressure from labor organizations, was one
causing the clinic to be closed
female
of
mutilation
Genital
of a long series of efforts to ban the exnine days. In the same city,
for
children in Africa continues to be
ploitation of child labor. Although child
Parenthood Family
Planned
a
to
According
practiced.
widely
labor was prohibited in most industries in
suffered $4000
Center
Planning
young
of
millions
many
estimates,
in
children
of
hiring
1938, large scale
last November;
arson
from
damage
in
mutilated
are
women
and
girls
agriculture continues today. In 1969 1 one
abortion clinic
Sanger
Margaret
the
circumcision
Female
today.
Africa
out of every 4 farm laborers was under 16.
failed firea
of
target
the
was
inmedically
but
popular
is the
the Price-Hill
and
attempt
bombing
of
variety
a
for
term
correct
Growers are all for the proposal since
is picketed
clinic
planning
family
on
performed
operations commonly
they can pay children substantially lower
protesters.
anti-abortion
by
daily
by
mandated
as
children
female
wages since Social Security, minimum wage
* Northwest Women's Center,
local or cultural custom. The
and, in some states, Workmen's Compensation
Ohio: Arson caused
Columbus,
removal
the
of
consist
operations
laws don't apply to child labor.
$200,000 worth of damage.
of the clitoris, labia minora, and
from Off Our Backs
In addition to the concentration
sometimes all external genitalia,
of attacks in Ohio, these violent
and the sewing up (infibulation)
tactics have been spreading throughof the vagina except for a tiny
out the country. In January, a
opening. Mainly practiced by
national anti-abortion group called
Moslems, infibulation is usually
People Expressing a Concern for
performed on. female children aged
Everyone (PEACE) claimed credit for
4 through 8 ye.a.rs old, the purpose
CHICAGO (UPI) - Housewives should receive
invading and disrupting clinics
be
she
that
guarantee
to
being
fair compensation, a couple married 56 years
in New York City, Minneapolis,
man
a
to
given
is
she
when
"intact"
the
of
law
the
be
to
it
want
they
says, and
Omaha, Anchorage, and
Baltimore,
and
African
many
In
marriage.
for
land.
Fairfax, Virginia.
Moslem countries, the clitoris is
* Planned Parenthood Clinic,
regarded as a vile attribute •that
Edward and Doris Bernays say housewives should
Paul. Minnesota: In February,
St.
The
pleasure.
sexual
women
allows
housesay
be paid for their work. They also
a professionally constructed bomb
operations are considered necessary
wives' equipment should be standard business
was thrown in a clinic window but
for the preservation of the family.
tax deductions.
failed to detonate. In a separate
Health results have been called
the administrative
action,
e
d
Asi
s.
physician
by
tastrophic
a
c
mouth"
her
in
broom
a
with
"A woman is born
offices above the clinic were desfrom hea vy bleeding, infections such
- not the mythical silver spoon, Mrs. Bernays
troyed by arson causing $250,000
as tetanus often result from the
said Sunday.
worth of damages, and the clinic
use of dirty tools. Fatalities arc
has been sprayed with qunfire
never recorded.
The Edward L. Bernays Foundation will award
throughout the year.
These practices arc concealed
$3 1000 to anyone who draws up the proposed
* The Ladies Clinic of Omaha,
agencies
Nations
United
all
by
law in 5,000 words or less by Oct. 16.
~ebraska and the Vermont Women's
including the World Health OrganThen thev hone Congress or the legislatures
Health Center in Burlington have
ization (WHO) and United Nations
will enact it.
also suffered heavy fire damage
Children's Fund (UNICEF). Nonin the past six months.
governmental agencies such as
"I have always felt that housewives should
* In addition to bombings and
care
health
in
working
groups
church
consists
which
work,
their
be reimbursed for
arson, there is also terrorization
of at least 35 different skills and professions, "in Afr i ca a re s i mi 1 a r ly in vo 1 ve d
efforts--In St. Paul, Minnesota,
in the cover-up, because all
said Mrs. Bernays.
a clinic board member's son
international organizations claim
received a note inside his locker
local
in
interfere
"they cannot
at school saying, "if your mother
customs." A Somalian ambassador
doesn't stop killing babies then
in a telephone interview stated
we're going to kill you."
that all female children in Somalia
* In March, in Boston, two
( a recipient of U.S. foreign aid)
and two women entered a Premen
that
stressed
but
infibulated,
are
Cesarean section--delivery of a baby through
Clinic and disrupted medical
term
Somalia."
in
rights
equal
have
''women
at
up
abdomen-was
the
in
a surgical incision
by blocking entrance to
services
News
WIN
from
--info
11.&% of all deliveries in 1974, more than
rooms.
examining
for
accounts
now
twice the rate in 1967 and
police throughout
general,
In
20-25% of all deliveries done in major hospibeen slow to
have
country
the
('1/.ISiE~
':,TILL
HUS8AnD
tals, according to a story by Maritza Arrastia
clinics to
on
attacks
correct
in the May 5 issue of Seven Days.
A man's home is his castle, and in it he reigns an organized pattern, and slow to
defend and protect the clinics.
as lord and master over the wife and kids.
Although cesarean section is a necessary and
Feminists are struggling to
life-saving operation in some cases, there is
ways of preparing and defind
1970s?
the
for
old-fashioned
little
a
Sound
being
cesareans
many
that
evidence
growing
against these recent
fending
home
the
in
equality
Maybe-but the notion of
performed are not necessary.
attacks on the right to abortion.
has yet to reach Louisiana. La.st month the
On -l ocal levels, abortion
state supreme court decided to let stand a
The risk of death in a cesarean is 5 times
rights activists are trying to
and
"head
husband
the
calling
law
state
delivery.
greater than with a vaginal
off anti-abortion disruptions
stave
master" and allowing him to make all decisions
services and self defense
escort
with
wife.
his
with
shared
property
about
Some believe economic factors have caused
where many
Ohio,
In
tactics.
_the increase in cesareans. Doctors charge
occurred,
have
attacks
clinic
Guardian
The
from
$600 to $900 for a vaginal delivery and
feminists are trying to develop
$1 1(X)() or more for a cesarean and the patient
a ~tate~ide fightback strategy.
must be hospitalized for a week increasing
forming "Freedom of Choice--Ohio"
hospital.
the
profits for
organiiation to coordinate in~
·an
Lew income patients have a better chance
and provide resource
formation
of
boycott
current
the
joined
you've
If
frequently
of having a cesarean because
abortions rights
for
people
the
protest
to
Florida orange products
"low socioeconomic status" is itself used
existing in the
already
groups
of
support
industry's
fruit
citrus
Florida
and
as an indication of high-risk pregnancy
state.
because with Medicaid reimbursement is higher. Anita Bryant's attack on homosexuality,
The question of how to deal
you've made a healthy move. It turns out
with the phenomena of violent,
that Florida oranges are dyed ·with
Also, the number of birth per doctor has
physical attacks on abortion clinics
Citrus Red 2 1 a carcinogen, while California
dropped by 5o% so that obstetricians have
workers and women is a
and
not.
are
oranges
economic
more
therefore
and
less business
one to answer.
difficutt
to perform cesareans.
A survey conducted by NOW's Project on Equal
Education Rights (PEER) which traced every
case filed with the Office for Civil Rights
from 1972-76, shows that the federal government has widely ignored sex discrimination
charges, delayed investigations, and stopped
short of enforcing penalties even when
discrimination was confirmed. Hundreds of
letters, complaints, and inquiries were found
stashed away in an unused room at HEW headquarters.
info from IJ.ffi

incentive
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from The Guardian

from.Ecology Center
Newsletter

--info from the Guardian
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On Ma rc h 29 , the Su f fol k
Co unt y Fumi l y Court in llauppauge,
~e w Yo r k , r e f used to set a date
t o r e mov e J e a nne Baum 's da ugh ter,
Siba , f rom her cus to dy . I n announc i nf th e decis i on, t h e judge s aid
he n e ver had a ny int e ntion of
carrying out th e c us t ody ord e r ,
and wou~d not do so as lone as
Jeanne and Sibd Baum r e mai n ou ts i d e Suffolk Co un t y. The judge
let stand, howev e r, a 197G "child
n e glect" convic t ion against Baum
for ~ul.:.ing Siba out of school .
Jeanne Haum, a Siksika Blackfoot,
took Siba out of Se.:.d e n Junior flie;h
School in Se?terrilier, 1975 after
school authorities r e fused to take
~i3cip.:.inary <lction followin~
sever~l <lnti - Ndtive American
in ,. :iJents.
In one incid e nt, Siba baum ,
tr:en .:.:: , '.Jas tole.! t y ner teacner
thnt l~cirin~ are lazy , ~lconolic::;
c1n,i t:.dt Lie·; •·r.ot w:1 it they de::;erveu .

Supporters of the Equal Riqhts
~m endment have asked Conqress to
extend the March, 1979 ratification
deadline another seven years. The
proposed amendment has only 10
months left under the seven year
deadline to wi n ratification by
t 110 - t h i r d s o f t h e s t a t e s . 0 n 1y 3 5
of the necessary 38 states have
approved it, and supporters say it
i s unli kel y t hat t he other three
wi 11 a ccept it before the March
deadl in e .
Elean or Smeal, president of NOW,
sa i d t hat refusal to extend the
deadline risk s "settino back the
cloc k on 1·1omen ' s rights."
Phy llis Schafly, chair of STOP
E R,'\ ,
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A Minnesota judge ruled last wee k that a woman 's
sex ual preference has nothing to do with her ability
to be a good mother.
Th e June 1 decisio n by Family Court Judge Robert
Bowen granted permanent custody of her three yo ung
children to a divorced lesbian identified only as
"Carol". It also represented a hopeful step forward
fo r the thousands of other lesbian mothers in the U.S.
who are fighting sim ilar custody battles and challenging
the charge that they are unfit to live with their children.
The Minneso ta case stemmed from an attempt
bv the wo man's form er husband to overturn a tempora;y order allowing the couple's three boys, aged 4,
10 an<l 12, to live with their mother. He had argued
that his wife's lesbianism could influence the children
toward hom osexuality .
Judge Bowen rejected that argument, however.
" Both parents are good parents," he said , and concluded there was no reason to alter the custody
arrangement.
It was the first such child custody ruling in
Minnesota.
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Gary, Indiana--United Steel Workers Local
1066 has formed a Committee Against Sexual
Abuse to hear testimony from women qho have
been subject to on-the-job sexual harrassment.
One 33-year veteran of U.S. Steel described
to the Committee how she had been fired for
failing to respond to her foreman's suggestions
that they get together after work. Two other
women were fired before they could finish
their probationary period for refusing
their foreman' s advances. Another woman
t estified about her foreman's foul language
and lewd remarks .
The Committee has been us ing its mounting
documentation of s exual harrassment of
women t o foc us publ i c attention on this kind
of sex dis crimination and to push for legisl ation to compensate women who are fir ed or
forced to leave their jobs becaus e of sexual
harras sment
i nfo from Worker' s Power

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA-An Investigator for
the Sacrament o Human Rights Commission has
been f i r ed for "disdain and disregard for
authority." Yvonne Day, an employee of the
Commiss i on for 3½ years, was fired in
January after filing two grievances regarding
unfair employment practices and sexual
harassment by Claudel Kinnex, Director of
the Commission. Kinnex was hired in April,
1977 over two other highly qualified
candidates and began his directorship by
humiliating staff members, making sexist
remarko to female employees and making direct
sexual overtures to Day in particular.
After months of sexual abusiveness and
sabotaging of Day's case load, Kinnex
escalated his behavior into attempted
molestation and physical abuse. She filed
her grievances and he fired her. Day is
demanding a hearing and reinstatement with
back pay and compensation for time l ost.

s t a t e d a n e x t e n s i o n " 1•1 o u l d b e

an unfai r a t t e mp t to ta mper with
t he U.S. Co nstitution. "
Vi ce Presid el' t Walter Mondale
oav e t he f i rst official a dmin i strati on en dor semen t of the ex tension
and ,;as ur qe d Co noress to extend
the ra t·i f i ca t io n da te.
;he House Civil a nd Constitut i onal Ri oti t s Subcommittee rece ntl y pas sed a r e solution
"i vi na s tate s s eve n more y ears
~o appro ve the ERA.

In. 1976 , there wa s on.e divorce
f o r eve r y two ma rria ge s i n Maine.
Statistics f r om the St ate De partment of Huma n Se rvices i ndi cate
5 ,5 22 di vo rces we re granted and
11, 302 co up l e s were married that
The av erage length of those
y ear.
The
ma rr { a ges wa s 5 1/2 year~.
s eco nd ye ar of marria ge is most
Children
v ulnerab le to divorce.
are now wit h single parents in
more than half of the cases.
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A Ga r d i ne r Ar ea Hi gh School
teache r claims he r coa c hi ng sa l ary
violates federal Zaw whic h g uar antees equal pa:; . Andrea Bemis s, t he
Jirls ' va r sity field h o ckey and so ftball coach , ha s bega n grie vance
procedu r es agains t SAD 11; sh~ be lieves he r r ate of pay s ho u ld b e
equal to that of s ome of the boy 's
var;;it:; coaching posit i ons . On
June 1 , the EJchoo l board r efused to
change Bemiss ' sala r J , al tough
the .; voted to t ake t he a r ievance
und~r advisement . Bemi;s say s tha t
an unequal pa:; situation e x ist s
~ith several coaching position.a fo r
;,i r ls ' sports .
Info r mation from the Kennebec
,lourna l .

On·May 13 and 14, over 200
conservative Ep iscop alians met
in S a l em, Massachusetts to discu s s p rocedures for organizing~
Ne w En gl and di o cese of the Angl~can Church of North America.
This formal breakaway from the
mai nline Episopal Church is caused
by the recent policy of ordaining
women an d homosexuals as p riests,
and by recent growing acceptance
of women's right to abortion.
--info from Kennebec Journal
W 01"1191>
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Deborah s. Palmer of East
Corinth is the first woman to join
the ranks of the Maine Warden Service. She ranked first in her class
at the special training school for
wardens at the University of Maine
at Orono, and is now assigned to
warden service in Aurora.

l"'J,91-(IS 17

Mary Helen White has been appointed superintendent of School
Union 98 (Southwest Harbor Area),
becoming the only woman school
superintendent in the state, out
of approximately 135 school superintendents in Maine.
Out of 35 assistant superintendents in the state, 34 are
men. There are only three women
secondary school principals com-pared with 137 men principals.
However, women represent 58% of
the teaching force.
Maine Human Rights Commission
has gathered information for a
report which charges that public
schools discriminate against
women. Women are allowed to
teach, but not to advance to administrative positions.
/j//fC"f//'J&,
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This p ast le gislative sess i on, an act was voted into law
( Public Law 619) whicn makes legal
the "use of a reasonable de gree of
force" to maintain disci p line or
prevent misconduct in the schools.
In other words, our k ids can be
physically disciplined by their
teachers and such actions are
le gal. And, y et, if these same
childrP-n, now or as adults, use
force as a means to meet their own
needs, their actions will be called
What sort of
immora Z or illegal.
model are schools offering our
children?

An Act appropriating funds to
establish emergency shelters for
family members who are victims of
family violence was vetoed by
Governor Longley and the veto was
sustained in the Senate by one
vote. Thus the work of the Maine
Coalition for Family Crisis Services
Inc., asking for $300,000 from the
legislature, met with defeat.
The private groups in Maine working with abused women and with the
problems of domestic violence are
still operating, and are seeking
local and other forms of funding.
To send donations, offer time or
energy, get assistance or information, contact:
Famil y Crisis Shelter, Inc.
PO Box 4255, Stat i on A
773-5516
Port Zand, Maine
Sp ruce Run
Box 653
947-0496
Bangor, Maine
9 4 7- 6 1 4 3
or Di al Help:
Abused Women Advocacy Project
Box 713
784-3844
Auburn, Maine
Caring Unlimited
31 Beach St.
S aco, Maine 282-4151, 967-4251
Family Violence Assistance Project
Box 2283
Augusta, Maine
623-4511 (Crisis and Counselling)

This news section represents
an initial attempt to include as
much inf ormation as possible about
work by >eminists throughout the
state and about any event reflecting on or affecting the status
of women in Maine.
We need a women's information network to sustain and expand this function of the newspaper. We need our readers -you -- to send us information
(even one paragraph will do) about
work that is being done, or events
that are happening relating to
women.
Please send any information
to: Maine Freewoman's Herald,
attention: news, P.O.~ox 7232 DTS,
Portland 04112.
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Her ambition is to be more shiny
and metallic, black and purple as
a thi.ef at midday; trying to make it
in a male form, she's become PS
stiff as possible.
Wearing trim suits and spike heels,
she says "bust" insteP.d of breast;
somewhere underneath she
misses love and trust, but she feels
that spite ·.,,nd malice are the
prices of success. She doesn't realirye
yet, that she's missed success, also,
so her smile is sometimes still
genuine. After a while she'll be a real
killer, bitter and more wily, better ?.t
pitting the men agPinst each other
and getting the other women fired.
She constantly conspires.
Her grief expresses itself in fits of fury
over det.,ils, detP.ils te.ke the place of meaning,
mone;r takes the place of life.
She believes that people are lice
who eat her, so she bites first; her
thirst increases year by year and by the time
the sheen hA.s disa.ppeAred from her black hair 1
and tension makes her features unmistakably
ugly, she'll go mad. No one in particular
will care. As anyone who's had her for a boss
will know.
The common woman is as common
as the common crow.

Carol, in the p~rk 1 chewing on straws

I

l

excerpts frGm

THE

COMMON WOMAN

I

by Judy Grahn

♦

F
Ella, in a square apron, along highway 80
She's a copperheaded waitress,
tired Pnd sharp-worded, she hides
her bPd brown tooth behind a wicked
smile,and flicks her ass'
out of habit, to fend off the pass
that passes for affection.
She keeps her mind the wa.y men
keep a knife-keen to strip the game
down to her size. She has a thin spine,
swallows her eggs cold, and tells lies.
She slaps a wet rag at the truck drivers
if they should complain. She understands
the necessity for pain, turns away
the smaller tips, out of pride, and
keeps a flask under the counter. Once,
she shot a lover who misused her child.
Before she got out of jail, the courts had pounced
and given the child away. Ll.ke some isolated lake,
her flat blue eyes take care of their own stark
bottoms. Her hands are nervous, curled, ready
to scrape.
The common wom;,_n is as common
Qs a rattlesnake.
Margaret, seen through a picture window

She has taken a woman lover
whatever shall we do
she has tPken a woman lover
how lucky it wasn't you.
And all through the day she smiles and lies
and grits her teeth and pretends to be shy,
or wePk, or busy. Then she goes home
and pounds her own nails, makes her own
bets, and fixes her own car, with her friend.
She goes as far
as women cAn go without protection
from men.
On weekends, she drePms of becoming a tree;
a tree that dreams it is ground up
and sent to the paper factory, where it
lies helpless in sheets, until it dreams
of becoming a paper airplane, and rises
on its own current; where it turns into a
bird, a great coasting bird that dreams of becoming
a piece of air with lightning in it.
She has taken a woman lover
whatever can we say.
She walks around all day
ouietly, but underneath it
she's electric;
angry energy inside a passive form.
The common WOlllAil is PS common
as a thunderstorm.

After she finished her first abortion
she stood for hours and watched it spinning in the
toilet, like a pale stool.
Some distortion of the rubber
doctors with their simple tubes and
complicated prices,
still makes her feel guilty.
White and yeasty.
All her broken bubbles push her down
into a shifting tide, where her own face
flo~ts Pbove her like the whole globe.
She lets her life go off and on
in a slow strobe.
At her l'lst job she was fired for mP.king
strikes, and talking out of turn;
now she stPys home, a little blue Pround the edges.
Counting calories and staring at the empty
maga~ine pages, she hates her shape
and calls herself overweight.
Her husband CPlls her a big baboon.
Lusting· 1for changes ,she laughs through her
teeth, and wanders from room to room.
The common woman is as solemn as a monkey
or a new moon.
Vera, from my childhood
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Solemnly swearing to swear as an oath to you
who have somehow gotten to be a pale old woman;
swearing, as if an oath could be wrPpped around your shoulders
like a new coat :
For your 28 dollars a week and the bastard boss
you never let yourself hate;
and the work, all the work you did at home
where you never got paid;
For your mouth that got thinner and thinner
until_ it disa.ppe;,red as if you had choked on it,
watching the hard linuor break your fine husband down
into a dead joke.
For the strPnge mole, like a thi.rd eye
right in the mictdle of your forehead;
for your religion which insisted that people
are beautiful golden birds and must be preserved;
for your persistent nerve
:=md plain white talkthe common woman is as common
as good bread
as common as when you couldn't go on
but did.
For all the world we didnt know we held in common
all along,
the common woman is as common as the best of bread
and will rise
and will become strong-I swear it to you
I swear it to you on my own head
I swear it to you on my common
woman's
head.
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by N~ncy Brockway

FRANCE

Monique Wittig, author of feminist
novels The Lesbian Body, Les Guilleres
(The Female Warriors) and L'Oppoponox,
read an essay on "The Category of
Sex" before an attentive audience at
Colby College Women's Week. The title
of her talk had been announced as
"Feminist Utopias". Some people left
in disappointment when she launched
into an abstract intellectual paper
in her hard-to-understand French
accent.
She explained that she had written
the essay with a friend to respond to
a backlash against feminism that was
growing in her native France. The view
that women are truly liberated when they
live out the stereotype of the soft and
passive homemaker is gaining acceptance
in France. 1 feel that the angry edge
has gone out of feminism in America,
too, so I was interested in what she
had to say about this.
Her essay gave me little concrete
guidance, even about what she herself
thinks, in part because it was hard to
follow. I look forward to when she has
Graphic by Gail Lipferl
the essay printed.
Her main point was that the whole
I was confused about what Monique
concept of "sex" · or "gender" is a product to the concept of sex will bring libwas saying about sex diffe~ences, a nd
~f social forces, that is, of male dom- eration for all was questioned by a
not at all sure I agreed w~th her. 1
women who asked if women would bear
iniation. She suggested that if there
and raise children in Monique's utopian,felt her concepts went back to earlier
were no domination of one sex by antheories from the beginning of the new
"sexless" society. Monique said they
other, the whole category of "sex"
could do that if they wanted to: every wave of feminism.
would lose_ its meaning. She challenged
She madi references to Naomi
individual would be free to do as that
the "objectivity" of scientific definiWeisstein's early article on "The Myth
individual chose.
tions of sex differences, calling these
At one point a man got up and chal- of the Vaginal Orgasm. "While_I agree
as much a product of the system of male
langed Monique, saying something to the with ~uch that is contained in that
~ontrol as the social beliefs and reliarticle, I feel feminist theory has
effect that biology is destiny, and
gioui values which keep women down.
She called for a return to the state that physical realities of sex differ- grown and changed since it was written.
Monique did not incorporate in her
ences could not be ignored. I was unof existence before one "gender" tiad
essay the ideas developed in the "Clit
happy at the amount of time Monique
control over another, and thereby a
spent arquing back and forth with this Papers", the Lesbian Connection diareturn to the state of existence when
man. I was already frustrated because logues on separatism, Amazon Quarterly's
there was no such idea as "sex" or
article on parthenogenesis, Mary Daly's
we were not hearing about feminist
"gender". In this condition, she said,
works on the oppression of patriarchal
utopias from one of our movement's
all human potential could be realized,
most creative fantasizers. I was angry religions, Janice Raymond's paper on
since it would not be artificially
to have time spent debating with a man transvestites, Elizabeth Gould Davis'
classified along sex lines which, she
book The First Sex, Merlin Stane's
says, are arbftrary classifications de- who seemed bent on justifying male
When God was a Woman, The Descent of
oppression of me.
signed to perpetuate the oppression of
At the same time, I agreed that sex Woman by tlain Morgan, or J111 Johnwomen by men.
differences cannot be ignored, or made ston's Lesbian Nation (much of which
Monique said that she was using a
Jill has s1nce pr1vately rejected), to
to go away by using language with no
Marxist/dialectical and materialistic
approach in her essay. I understood the gender. I feared that Monique's µtopia name a few. Monique se.emed to have
ignored or rejected the development
of a world where sex differences were
materialism as the principle that our
not recognized would be a hell for me. of matriarchal theory, and the idea of
material circumstances determine our
the "women-identified-woman".
I asked Monique if her utopia meant,
beiiefs and values. Thus, male-controlI don't know the cultural climate
led culture holds there is such a thing as it sounded to me, that there would
in France, or whether a highly abstract
be no place for "women-identifiedas "sex", because this belief is necessary to justify its physical domination women", lesbians, since there would be essay like "The Category of Sex" will
be effective to stem the tide of the
no such thing as "women". That is, as
over women. I didn't understand what
backlash there. I don't think its
opposed to "men". I wanted to know
she meant by the dialectical process.
message about the elimination of the
whether she meant to say that I would
A lot of the question and answer
concept of "sex" will help stem the
be perpetuating sexism if I refused
period was devoted to probing Monique's
anti-ERA, anti-abortion, and anti-gay
to relate closely to men, among other
thoughts on the relationship between
backlash in this country.
things.
materialism and the means of overthrowWe need more work to assert the
Her answer to me was essentially
ing male domination of our ideas,
the same as her answer about childbirth:positive and unique values of women,
language and values. A member of the
I would be free to associate with whom- and the need for the reestablishment
aydience referred to Monique's use of
of these values to the human community.
ancient names of Goddesses in her works ever I chose.
I still feel that men cannot be trusted
. At the end o'. the talk, I felt ~e(e.g. Les Gueritieres), and to her
w1ldered and st1rred up. I was exc1ted to love and respect women as equals
attempts to retrieve the language of
until they respect and love each other
by the intellectual stimulation of
women in the times before male dominadiscussing materialism vers~s idealism, ~s ~quals. Further!~ cu~ture which
tion. Monique agreed that ~his was a
the problem of whether phys1cal changes 1ns1sts that women Jo1n w1th men and
case of using a change in 1deas and
denies women their separate space is
in circumstances determine changes in
language to brinq about a cha~te in
our ideas, or whether we act to change a culture which is continuing to bind
material circumstances: if we use nonour material circumstances as a result women to male domination. The present
sexist concepts, we will encourage
historical situation requires that
of a change in our ideas. This debate
non-sexist behaviors. Monique brushed
the sexes explore their own conditions,
goes back as early as recorded phiaside the apparent inconsistency
not that we try to eradicate the knowbetween this approach and the material- losophy,and I hold with those who say
ledge of our differences. Whatever
it is not possible to come out on the
istic approach, reminding us that we
side of either one or the other. Both our differences, I am grateful to Monshould move ahead on all levels, in~ays of ~hange exist and mingle togetheri~ue for ~estating these thorny queseluding the level o: ideas.
•
t1ons again.
1n our l1fe changes.
Monique's assert1on that an end
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I tested this theory several times by creating a
disadvantaged hen by, for example, thr<?wing_a hen
backwards into the pen thereby confusing her a
little bit. The peckers got 'em every time!

Chicl~en ..
Watching

S01
l 01

th1

A rooster was more likely to ignore a rape within
his sphere of interest if the rapist was of the same
coloration. In fact, Big Red, riled by a hen's cries for
help, attacked Whitey (who wasn't doing anything!)
and allowed nearby Scar Face to continue his act of
force.

by Terry Yale
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Surprisingly, the hens do not come to each
other's aid. They act completely nonplussed even
as a sister right next to them is being attacked. For
this aspect of chicken behavior I could find no
parallels in human society. It was suggested to me,
however, that if the over-population of males continues
in my flock and rape becomes the inevitable way for
the inferior roosters to spread their genes - .that hens
will eventually learn to fight the rapists together ·_
after all, women are learning to fight!

This year I have too many roosters, five of them (and
about sixty hens). There's Big Red, Inside Red, Whitey,
Peachie Bloomers, and Scar Face. At 3 1/2 years old, Big
Red is the patriach and they descend in pecking order to
Peachie Bloomers and Scar Face, both less than a year
old and both known rapists.
Before there was the population strain of extra males,
I thought all roosters were rapists in that the hens never
seem to consent to or enjoy being mounted. At best their
attitude was resigned tolerance; which it still is, when
mounted by one of the three older roosters. However,
if even approached by one of the underlings, they
squawk and run in fear. If despite their best efforts,
they are mounted by an undesirable, they never give ,,
up - squirming and squawking loudly for help the whole
time.
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The first time I observed this drama, Scar Face had
managed to corner Queenie, one of the most respected
hens. She was fighting and squawking determinedly.
But Scar Face was soon on top of her, pulling mercilessly at her head feathers. Big Red eventually arrived
on the scene and Scar Face fled. But instead of chasing
Scar Face and pecking his ass off (as I was suggesting
from the fence), he jumped on Queenie himself!

SPEAKS OUT
D~ P'l,l# P~~

NEW BOOKS

The incident had stirred the whole flock up. In
less than two minutes a hen came tearing out of the
barn with Peachie Bloomers in hot pursuit. She managed
to escape, as did most of the harrassed hens that afternoon. I decided to forget about gardening and sat down
to take note of the situation and to study the M.O. for
chic ken rapists.

A Plain
Brown Rapper
by Rita Mae Brown
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The offending rooster always worked alone and was
constantly alert to potential victims. The small,
distracted loners were the easiest targets, t~ough any
hen with a disadvantage would be attacked .* They
weren't above pretense or ploy either. Calling the
hens to come for food when there was none to be
shared was common.
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Post Script - As a result of continuing chicken
watching (and people watching too), I conclude
that only males of inferior status rape. Males of
superior status can spread their genes around without
force. The catch is that all males are at one time
inferior.
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Clara Tuck Bean made her first public appearance in Portland
last fall at a Halloween party, to which she had mistakenly been
invited. It later was revealed that she did not realize we were in
costume, and we did not realize that she was not.
Over the ensuing months, Ms. Tuck (as she prefers to call
herself) has developed quite a following, with her winning West
Texas charm and sophistication. Clara is on occasion seen at local
night spots, bewigged, boggled and begilded, charming the denizens
with her gusto. (Or, as Clara might say, "You only go round
once in this life, you gotta grab whomsoever you can!")
Clara Tuck Bean has views on every thing, and if you glance
at the wall, you might see a few of them ricocheting off it right
now. Here, she chooses to speak on mothering, and it may be
obvious why two of her three children are no longer at home
with their ma.

A girl's adventure stury set in the

A colle41tignofiesl>i,ut!Qvc poem.\,
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Homework: · define to your satisfaction the following
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The name's Clara Tuck and I am a housewife, feminist
and mother of three. Here I am pictured with my new
rose-blush shades from Porteous. Candids aren't usually
my style and too bad my son Steph isn't in this one too
so you could see the resemblance, although he looks
more like me in the daylight so maybe it's just as well.
Someday I'll have to pull out my family photo ·album
from the truck of my Rambler and show you some better
snaps, but for now I am going to as they say "speak
out" on motherhood.
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At times it can be a real pain in the left moon. Listen
to my son's latest development that's been going on
Boston Women'•
now for at least 6 years. Seems to think I don't have
a clue about how he "carries on" with that Protestant
Music Newsletter
girl named Tulsa. Now I know what's best for my son
Su.b.6 cJL.i.p.:ti.011 $2 a. yeo.Jt OIL whateveJt you. .c.an
and she just doesn't measure up. Why she takes his ata.660.1td, Ma.ke. chec.lu, to: Bo.1.,to11 Women' .ti
tention clean away with a mere sigh wh~n he and I
Mu&-lc. CoUec.:t.i.ve, PO Box 91, W. SomeJtville.
are having a heart-to-heart across the breakfast table
'
MM.ti • O2 144.
for instance. I always do my best to be a supportive force
. --~ -'. ~ ~~: ' ) ;, •:t. in his life and stand by him when I know he's right
. . . . --;;
- :- ).;~~. •:' , · . -~- . .- (it's what you could call unconditional love), but when
~~
~
r ",t:-· ,
I
VU>(\('
,...-_~·~,\\ ·" 1,,,.:.,f__ ·__ ,,,·_~ _he's _clearly in the wrong, as in_the case of Tulsa'. I put
to him plenty of sound value Judgements of which he
~ _-:-_ >~ · '.1 --~
lrttJl'S :.,- ;- .~ oftentimes rebelliously discards (right in front of my
~ .
back, no less), And I want to make a point right now
· / · , J/l!i- ~ ~ to say that women must influence their men when they
I :
,·
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~a 1-htu( ~ffk1 1 :_· _1~ ,;,1 1 go astray, .. they '° often do.
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when Tulsa is out of town.
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Park Sq Bldg, Boston

But being a mother is actually quite rewarding at
times. My other two boys don't live at home anymore
(Fairmont-31, Eddie Allan-30 and Steph is 23) and my
husband was a Navy man who was lost at sea in the
Everglades in '63 and so life has been no uphill slide
for me don't you know. But Steph and I share many
loving moments when we are both of good cheer and

oane

I sure hope to continue writing articles similar in
fragrance to this one in future issues of "Freewoman's
Herald" because I feel I have quite a bit of worthwhile
firsthand knowledge to convey.
yours faithfully
Clara Tuck Bean
Intown Portland, Me.
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The University Women's Forum
has moved to the 94 Bedford St.
building at the University of
Southern Maine i·n Portland. We're
located upstairs in· the front of
the buildfng. Everyone is welcome
to come visit our new womenspace.
We welcome any donations of plants
or pillows--anythin g to brighten
up the room.
Our office hours this sunmer
shall be 9-5 p.m., Monday through.
Fri day.
Some of our plans for workshops
for this fall are on: Relationships,
Sexuality, Women's Music, Coparenting, B9dy awareness, Women
and Money, Women's clothing and
Androgyny. The collective welcomes
any input, or interest and of
course, any new members.
Lesbians and Alcoholism
I am writing a book on les.b ians and
alcoholism--the first of its kind.
Would like to talk to lesbians who are
recovering alcoholics about their experiences, friends or lovers of lesbian
alcoholics and women who are working
With recovering alcoholics either in
treatment centers or therapy programs,
especially those which are lesbian or
feminist oriented. A specific focus of
the book will be the health aspect of
alcoholism--both the physical and mentalpositive and negative: experiences and/or
resources are needed. Send inquiries/
information to: Mary Fridley,
1201 West 8th St. #102, Austin, TX 78703.
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Dykes and Tykes - come to a pot-luck country
picnic on Saturday July 22 in central Maine
(halfway between Wiscasset and Augusta) starting at 11 a.m. - bring food+ frisbees.
WELCOME: Lesbian mothers, kids (all ages)
who are lucky enough to have lesbian mothers,
lesbians who like kids and any woman who is
concerned about how women are kept in line
by fear of losing our children if we come
out.

ERA WALKATHON IN AUGUSTA
The ERA Walkathon will be 11eld Saturday, August
26, in Augusta. Plan to meet on the Statehouse step
at 10:00 a.m. The walkathon, sponsored by NOW,
is a five mile walk and rally. People can obtain pledge
cards from JoAnn Dauphinee, 23 March Street, Bangor.
Last year 35 marchers raised over $1000; this year
it is important to do better, because the cost of ratification of ERA is high.
Lesbians/Feminists opposed to nuclear energy-Group forming in Maine to study nuclear power and
engage in direct action. Possible alliance with New
England-wide lesbian anti-nuke coalition. Interested
women contact Julia Gies, RFD 2, Chute Road, South
Windham, Maine 04082.
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G/teeUn.g.6,
Now that the New Engl.and
Wome.n'-6 Mu..6ic Fe.-6.u.va.l. i.6 ove./t,
we. a/te. having a nice .6e.n.6e 06
compl.e.u.on. We'/te plea.6e.d with
:the. way mo.6:t 06 it :tu./tne.d out,
and we want to :thank all 06 you.
who ca.me., pa/tticlpated and
helped celeb/ta.te--lt WM a
wonde1t6u.l ga,theung.
The/te we/te .6ome. loo.6e. end.6
and .6ome low .6po.U--/teme.mbe./t,
:thl.6 Wa.6 oult 6l/t.6t t1ty, and to
be:t:te./t :them ,i.n :the 6utu/te., we
need you/t 6e.edback. You/t ,i.mp/te.-6 -6 lo n.6 , exp e./t-len ce.6 , .6 ug g e.6 .u. on..6 ,
vl.6lon.6, a.nd c/tlUcl.6m.6--an.yt h-lng
you. want to o66e/t; we.'d Uke. to
he.all. -i..:t!
We want to con.u.nu.e w-lth ou./t
wonk, plan mo/te women.r-6 mu..6-lc
eve.nu, .6 o do get back to u.-6.
Sing-ln.g,
Pa.m, Bu66Y, Mon-lea
Ely.6-lan F-le.ld.6 Pnoduc:tion.6
Univen.6ity Women'.6 Foll.um
94 Be.d6011.d S.t.

Come and have fun. Raindate, Sunday
July 23, if Saturday is pouring rain.

Po1t:tla.nd, Maine 04103

Write Dykes & Tykes c/o Maine Freewoman's
Herald, PO Box 7232 DTS, Portland, Maine 04112
for directions to picnic.

from the staff (cont)
NUCLEAR POWER
We, as women and mothers believe that
nuclear energy is unsafe and unnecessary.
Nuclear waste cannot be disposed of anywhere
that is safe, and has a radioactive lifetime of several million years. Our descendants would still have to keep away from
any site of nuclear waste. (That is assuming the containers last that long). Containers have not been developed which will last
more than ninety years·. Present containers
have fifty years to go before we will have
to deal with that problem in this era.
If we at some time found that we did
not want to use nuclear power anymore and
would like to get rid of the nuclear power
plants, it would cause some difficulty, because there is no known way to safely dismantle the plants. Even if a plant sits
for a period of time after it is built (being used or not), a natural deterioration
nrust take place, thus releasli.ng some amount
of radioactive material.
As residents of a state in which many
citizens burn wood for heat, and take advantage of other energy sources, we have the conviction that more elee~rical energy will not
be needed in the future. Many operations and
uses for electrical energy qould be accomplished by using mechanical and other forms.
We support research into solar energy,
the use of methane (produced from chickenshit), and other types of energy which could
benefit Maine. We would like to see an
educational program which de-emphasises use
of electricity and fossil fuels and which
points to other ways. (Such as the 'soft
path' advocated by Amory Lovins, energy advisor to Friends of the Earth, and an energy
advisor to President Carter. You may wish
to look up his article in Foreign Affairs
magazine, October, 1976, "Energy Strategy,
the Road Not Taken".)

The Women's Counseling Service, 72
Front St., Rm. 23, Bath, has changed
the hours on Thurs. to 12:00 to 2:30.
The other hours open are still as
before and as follows: Mon. 11-2,
Wed. 11-2 and Sat. 10-1. Some classes
and courses being planned for later
this summer are assertive training,
sexuality awareness, and possibly a
body awareness weekend. On June 24
they are having a table at the Bath
Farmers' Market, Front St. to sell
pottery, t-shirts and other items.
•

Moonforce Media is announcing two new
packages of films by and about women.
J.n;rcne interested in bringing these films
to their community can contact: Moonforce
Media, P.O. Box 2934 Main City Station,
Washington, D.C. 20013 or call (202)
546-7292, Mary Farmer. How about it,
somebody in Maine, there continues to be
talk about a film festival here, it could
be dynamite!

0

There is now, as of June 1, 1978 a new and
valuable resource for female musicians and/
or clubs or organizations wishing to hire
musicians. Its a biannual director, called
The Performing Woman with three categories,
Performer, Free-Lance and Seeking a•band to
Join. Advertising space available. Free
listing to professional. women musicians,
categorizing by city and state. A yearly
subscription $5.00.
For more info.:
Janice D. Dinneen, Editor & Publisher,
The Performing Woman, 26910 Grand View Ave.,
Hayward, Calif. 94542
The Southern Maine Women's Soccer League
is looking for women interested in learning
to play soccer, for fun, exercise and skill.
For more information please call 774-6695 or
775-3391. Clinics and practices are being
held now. Coaches are needed.

Margaret Cruikshank of 175 Paris.
San Francisco, Ca. 94112, would
like to find lesbians who can
write for a collection of short
autobiographies by lesbians. She
needs works that have a very specific focus on one or 2 incidents
in a lesbian's life. Length
should be 5-10 pages. and the
deadline is August 15. She will
send more information to anyone
who requests it.

............. ............. ............. ............. ....

DICKEY LINCOIN
We do not support development of Dickey
Lincoln until more research has been done on
the project, and a more palatable way to do
it has been found.
There are many arguments presently being
posed against the dam. The power it would
pr?vide is not pr~marily for Maine, it would
flood many acres of farmland and land .
on which people now live, would destroy the
Aatural ecology of the Saint John River, and
would not increase employment opportunites in
the area in the long term, as after the construction is over, specially trained people
will be needed and,brought in from other
areas. It has been said by some groups that
Dickey Lincoln will provide less power than
several smaller dams adding up to equivalent
size and value would.
We like the idea of locally instituted
and controlled waterpower, such as the dam
in Ludlowe, Vermont.

DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS CENTERS FUNDING
In Maine, this is a bill which was introduced in 1977 by Merle Nelson (Democrat,
South Portland.). It is a legislative bill
to provide assistance to women out of the
labor market for a long time, who are thus unskilled or underskilled for jobs now. The
women who would benefit by this bill are women
who nrust support themselves, including widows, ~ivorcees, women going back to work after their children are gone, older women,
battered women, or women coming from institutions.
The bill was funded in 1977 for $15,000,
$10,000 to operate a center, and $5,000 for
a revolving loan fund for emergencies, ser
curity deposits on apartments, . and other necessities. The Center wou;J,d be a place women
would go for counseling• resume preparation,
career planning and other assistance.
We urge a more responsible funding of
this type of bill for the future, as the
amount presently appropriated can not meet
the need of one area ef the state alone.
(If you paid one person fulltime to work on
INDIAN LAND CIAIMS
the project, it would cost $8,000 to $10,000
The Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Indian's just for that!)
claim to land and money for damages should be
settled with both land and money, as requested by the Indians. Native Americ~ns have BI-LINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
been exploited and dipposseased of thei~ rights
Maine has a large ,Franco-American populaand land ever since the white·· men have been
tion, yet there are few school systems and
taking over North America.
activities which encourage children to be
We also repect highly the attitude of
·bilingual:
and bicultural. We support and
the Indians in regard to people living on
acknowledge Franco contribution to the state,
the claimed lands now, which is that people
and feel it is essential that the Franco culshould keep the land they have worked for,
ture be retained in schools, and taught to
and should not be displaced by the claim.
non-Franco residents of Maine.
The lands which would be released would be
Some state funding for bilingual prolands currently owned by paper companies, and
grams
would begin to bridge the present gap
land not used now.
and change some of the attitudes which don't
recognize rnarv of Maine's citizens.
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